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The Inverted Philosopher’s Stone: how to turn silver to a base metal
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Abstract
Metals often are classified as “noble” or “base”—characterizing their reduction potential as one of the most important chemical
properties. We show that metals are only as noble as allowed by their environment, i.e. this is a relative term, and the “frame of
reference” simply is the solvent in which the redox system is present. We prove that silver is a prime example for a noble metal
that forfeits its noble character in the simple ionic liquid HMIM Br (1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide) as an example for
such a solvent.
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Introduction

Amain characteristic of noble metals is their behaviour in acid
solutions. A base metal dissolves evolving a gas, whereas a
noble metal refuses to do so. Nowadays, the concept of the
reduction, or better, electronation potential allows a quantita-
tive description sorting those metals with reduction potentials
above zero volts to the noble metals and those below zero
volts to the base metals. “Zero volts” means the zero point
of the potential scale, which for historic reasons usually be-
longs to aqueous solution systems and is defined by the redox
system H+(solv)/H2(g). Under standard conditions, i.e. at the
temperature T = 298.15 K, the proton activity a(H+, solv) = 1
and the hydrogen pressure p(H2, g) = 105 Pa, this is called the
standard hydrogen electrode SHE. Principally, such scales
with a respective SHES can be defined in any solvent S, how-
ever, without being readily comparable with each other. These

zero points are connected to the zero points of the correspond-
ing acidity scales pHS in the solvent S and are, therefore, not
comparable as well [1, 2]. The connection between SHES and
pHS scales of different solvents S1 and S2 can be achieved
with the knowledge of the Gibbs energy of transfer of the
protonΔtrG

⦵(H+, S1→ S2) from S1 to S2 [3]. Recently, these
scales were unified by setting a common zero point of the
chemical potential for the electron as well as for the proton,
which is the ideal electron gas and ideal proton gas, resp., at
standard conditions [4, 5]. The resulting unified scales of
reducity peabs and acidity pHabs are defined by the chemical
potential of the electron and the proton, resp., and can be
combined to the Protoelectric Potential Map (PPM) [6].
Since the relative position of the chemical potentials of chem-
ical entities rules whether a reaction takes place or not, this
representation is lucid and instructive. A small peabs value
means a high chemical potential of the electron, i.e. high
reducity (high electronation power), and a small pHabs value
a high chemical potential of the proton, i.e. high acidity (high
protonation power). As compendium, a collection of relevant
formulae is given in the supporting information.

Gibbs energies of transfer reflect the change in the chemi-
cal potential of a particle when the medium changes. The
pivotal question is how to get values of ΔtrG

⦵(i, S1 → S2)
of an ion i as an integral part of an arbitrary redox system, and
its intricate answer is discussed elsewhere [7, Radtke et al., in
review]. Nevertheless, one possibility is the quantum chemi-
cal calculation as we executed forΔtrG

⦵(H+, H2O→ HMIM
Br) andΔtrG

⦵(Ag+, H2O→HMIMBr); the result of which is
represented in the PPM in Fig. 1 (HMIM Br is the ionic liquid
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(IL) 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide). Details of the
calculations are given in the Supporting Information. Within
the PPM, one point represents a distinct state of a redox sys-
tem. In Fig. 1, the redox system Ag+(solv)/Ag(s) is given in
the entire pHS range of water (pHH2O 0–14; blue line) and of
HMIM Br (pHHMIM Br 0–25.2; green line) at standard condi-
tions (“silver lines”). Also, the redox systemH+(solv)/H2(g) is
represented by a red line (“hydrogen line”) based on the Gibbs
energy of solvation of the proton in water ΔsolvG

⦵(H+, H2O)
= − 1104.5 kJ mol−1 [9]. Within the PPM, Gibbs energies of
transfer of i can be readily read off in terms of appropriate cell
voltages. At 298.15K, one pe unit (for any i) as well as one pH
unit (for i is the proton) counts for 59 mV or 5.71 kJ mol−1,
provided that the second species of the redox pair is not dis-
solved (e.g.ΔtrG

⦵(Ag+, H2O→HMIMBr) ≈ − 80 kJ mol−1).
Otherwise, one can read off the difference of its Gibbs ener-
gies of transfer. A reaction only takes place spontaneously if
the chemical potential of the reactants are lowered during this
reaction. For protons, this means from high to low acidity, for
electrons from high to low reducity. Thus, in the PPM repre-
sentation, protons can only be transferred spontaneously from
left to right and electrons only from bottom to top. Under

standard conditions (i.e. pHS = 0), electrons are spontaneously
transferred only from H2 to Ag+ in water, and only from Ag0

to H+ in HMIM Br.
Figure 1 clearly signals that according to the calculations,

silver is a base metal in HMIM Br environment because the
left acidic part of the respective silver line lies beneath the
hydrogen line. This indicates that silver is de-electronated
(oxidized) by protons in acidic HMIMBr solution (neglecting
kinetic effects), and this is what matches the character of a
base metal.

With this contribution, we devote to the question “Is silver
indeed a base metal?” not only by computation but also from
experiment.

Experiments, results and discussion

If yes, silver should dissolve in acidified HMIM Br. To verify
this expectation, we gave (under inert conditions) a piece of
silver in form of a wire or a flake, resp., to acidic HMIM Br
(acidified with anhydrous hydrogen bromide HBr) for several
weeks and in neutral HMIM Br for more than 6 months, resp.
In the acidic IL, the silver flakes dissolved completely and the
silver wire exhibited clear signs of etching, see Fig. 2.

We determined the mass change and analyzed the IL solu-
tions by means of atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), see
Table 1. We observed no effect when using the neutral IL,
which also is in accordance with Fig. 1. At the neutral point at

pHabs 201.5 or pHH2O
abs 8, the silver line proceeds above the

hydrogen line in the PPM, indicating that no de-electronation
can take place.

Fig. 1 The redox systemAg+(solv, S)/Ag(s) in the solvents S1 = H2O and
S2 = HMIM Br under standard conditions displayed in the PPM. The red
line is the hydrogen line representing the redox system H+(solv)/H2(g).
For comparison, the pHS and ES scales are displayed inside of the axes
(blue: H2O; green: HMIM Br). The start of an arrow indicates the
potential of the SHES as well as pHS = 0 in S; thus, the arrow tips
indicate the standard reducity values E⦵S(Ag

+/Ag, S) as given in Fig. 3
and Table 2. The crosses mark the pH value for pH neutrality of S, i.e.
pHS (neutral) = 0.5 pKAP S. The values for the aqueous systemwere taken
from the literature [10], and the values for the HMIM Br system were
calculated with quantum chemical methods (as described in the SI). The
pHH2O

abs value is equivalent to the pHabs value being aligned to the zero
point of the pHH2O - scale [11] and universally applicable

Fig. 2 Three pieces of a silver wire without treatment (left), after
treatment in neutral HMIM Br (middle), and after treatment in acidic
HMIM Br at pHHMIM Br 1 (right)
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This qualitative finding was also analyzed quantitatively by
means of potential measurements. For this purpose, “cell I”
was assembled and the potential was measured at different
pHHMIM Br values adjusted with anhydrous HBr as strong acid
(c ≈ a = 10−1–10−5 mol L−1, i.e. pHHMIM Br = 1–5) [12] (for
details, also on the characterization and setup etc., see the
Supporting Information). The pHHMIM Br value used here

conforms to our pH definition in ILs [13], with the assumption
that in HMIM Br, the dominating protonated or acidic species
is HBr2

− instead of HBr [14] for which we have good exper-
imental validations (see below). Hence, the pHHMIM Br value
can readily be converted to the pHabs value based on the
chemical potential of the proton [4, 5].

The left half-cell is a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE),
the potential of which is pH-dependent by definition.
Conversely, a pH-independent redox system (like Ag+/Ag)
in connection with a RHE should respond to different poten-
tials at different pH values with a change of 59 mV per pH
unit. In Fig. 3, experimental as well as computational results
are given displaying a quite good agreement, however, with a
difference of about 50 mV or 5 kJ mol−1. The extrapolation—
disregarding the apparently non-ideal value at pHHMIM Br 1—
to standard conditions of both half-cells (i.e. pHHMIM Br = 0
and a(Ag+, HMIMBr) = 1) gives E⦵HMIM Br(Ag

+/Ag, HMIM
Br) = − 0.35 V (cf. Table 2). This is in a very good accordance
to the calculated value − 0.30 V (which probably has an error
bar around at least ± 0.1 V). Thus, silver is a non-noble metal
in the HMIM Br environment.

To establish the feasibility of the RHEHMIM Br, the standard
rate constant of the heterogeneous electron transfer k0 of the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) was determined by
vol t ammet r ic measurements a t a p la t inum disc

Fig. 3 Calculated (black line) and experimental data of the potential of
cell I extrapolated to a(Ag+, HMIM Br) = 1 (black squares). The
extrapolation to pHS = 0 (red line) gives E⦵S(Ag

+/Ag, S) = − 0.35 V;
the value at pHHMIM Br 1 was not factored, since here the assumption c ≈ a
is no longer valid

Table 1 Analytics on the
dissolution of silver metal in
neutral or acidic HMIM Br

Conditions AAS/ppm Mass change/mg Visual inspection

Ag flake;

pHHMIM Br = 0

32 days

Not executed − 0.51 (whole flake) Dissolved completely

Ag flake;

pHHMIM Br = 0.5

19 days

128 − 0.87 (whole flake) Dissolved completely

Ag wire;

pHHMIM Br = 0

32 days

Not executed − 15.03 Etched

Ag wire;

pHHMIM Br = 0.5

19 days

747 − 4.76 Etched

Ag wire;

pHHMIM Br = 12.6 (neutral)

> 6 months

Not detected

(< 0.5)

0 Unchanged
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ultramicroelectrode (UME) supported by simulations with
DigiElch® (Fig. 4). To achieve steady-state voltammograms,
we obeyed the relation v ≪ (RTD)/(nFr2) with v as the sweep
rate; r as the electrode radius; D as the diffusion coefficient of
the electroactive species; and R, T, n, and F have their usual
meanings [10]. The “≪” sign was stretched to the factor 500
assuming diffusion coefficients of the electroactive species in
the ballpark of 10−11 m2 s−1 due to the rather high viscosity of
HMIM Br of 3.99 Pa s [15].

The simulation is a somewhat intricate task, because sur-
face reactions or changes of surface states, resp., cannot be
taken into account with DigiElch® in the frame of semi-
infinite two-dimensional diffusion simulation, which is man-
datory for simulations of UME behaviour. Thus, the simulated
CV shows the normal voltage-current characteristic of a sim-
ple one-electron transfer without adsorption or other phenom-
ena (dashed red curve in Fig. 4a). Therefore, forward and
reverse sweeps are almost congruent with the given experi-
mental parameters. In the experiment, we observe a non-
normal voltage-current curve. Particularly, the reverse sweep
deviates significantly from the forward sweep. On closer in-
spection, the steady-state current arrives at less negative elec-
trode potential and is lower than in the simulation. These

observations indicate the deceleration of electrode kinetics
reported earlier [16]. Since we intentionally did not activate
the electrode—platinum assembled as reference electrode
operates without current load at any time—we observe this
deceleration during the experiment. Thus, the relevant elec-
trode kinetics has to be determined at early stages of the ex-
periment. In the beginning of the experiment, the deceleration
is not recognizable, and the fit of the major share of the for-
ward sweep is straightforward with the following parameters:

D HBr2
−ð Þ ¼ 1:12 10−7 cm2 s−1;α ¼ 0:33 and k0

¼ 2:3 10−7 cm s−1:

A second simulation of this CV reflecting the experimental
reverse sweep was also performed with the same parameters
excepting k0 = 1.1 10−7 cm s−1 (dashed blue curve in Fig. 4b).
Thus, during the timeframe of the experiment (8 104 s) k0

more than halved. The diffusion of generated H2 away from
the electrode surface, hence D(H2), is not relevant for the
reductive side of the CV.

This finding essentially is in accordance to other investiga-
tions concerning the HER in various ILs other than Br−-ILs
[17–19]. The determined rate constant is sufficiently large to

Fig. 4 Cyclic voltammogram (grey curve; smoothed with a Savitzky-
Golay filter, black curve) and simulations with DigiElch® aimed at a
the forward sweep (dashed red curve) and b the reverse sweep (dashed

blue curve) of the HER in HMIM Br with HBr (10−4 mol L−1, i.e.
pHHMIM Br = 4) at a Pt-UME (reff = 10.6 μm), v = 0.02mV s−1; simulation
parameters, see text

Table 2 Standard reducity
(reduction potential) of
Ag+(solv)/Ag. “S” in the
parentheses indicates the solvent
in which the redox system is
present, “S” as subscript indicates
the solvent scale; “abs” as
subscript indicates the unified
scale

Solvent S pe⦵abs

(H+/H2, S)

pe⦵abs

(Ag+/Ag, S)

Δpe⦵abs

(Ag+ − H+)

E⦵S (Ag
+/Ag, S)

/ V

E⦵
abs (Ag

+/Ag, S)

/ V

H2O 72.3a 85.8 + 13.5 + 0.80b + 5.07

HMIM Br (calc) 76.9c 71.8c − 5.2 − 0.30 + 4.25

HMIM Br (exp) 76.9c 70.9 − 6.1 − 0.35d + 4.19

a Ref [9]
b Ref [10]
c This work, calculated with COSMO-RS
d This work, obtained by measurements of cell I
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use the HER as the reference electrode redox system inHMIM
Br, although being about two orders of magnitude lower than
that of the HER at platinum electrodes in water (k0 = 10−5 cm
s−1 [20]). A rough estimation suggests that electrode reactions
with rate constants k0 ≳ 10−10 cm s−1, depending on the used
measuring instrument, would be suitable as reference elec-
trodes (for example, the HER at a mercury electrode in water
is unsuitable with k0 being 10−14 cm s−1 [20]).

Discussion

The standard reducity (reduction potential) of silver in the
solvent S is given in Table 2 in terms of different expressions.

The values for pe⦵abs (H
+/H2, HMIMBr) and pe⦵abs (Ag

+/
Ag, HMIM Br) are not accessible with cell I. Thus, the given
E⦵

abs (Ag
+/Ag, HMIM Br) value is conditionally.

The result of this work clearly shows that the question of
whether a metal (or any redox system) is noble or not depends
not only on the redox pair itself. Indeed, the role of the medi-
um (i.e. the solvent) and the solvation of the redox active
species as well as of the proton are absolutely essential.
From Raman spectra [21] (Fig. S2) and NMR experiments
(Fig. S3), we deduced that the proton species in HMIM Br is
the anion [HBr2]

− as the formal product of the bromidination
of an anhydrous HBr molecule rather than the protonation of a
solvent molecule as this is the case in molecular solvents, e.g.
for the proton in diethyl ether that gives [H(OEt2)2]

+ [22].
Analogously, the silver ion dissolves in HMIM Br as a
[AgBr2]

− complex ion. The silver ion is linearly surrounded
by two bromide ions as the proton is, and it “feels” relatively
to the proton “much more comfortable” with this situation. In
other words, the chemical potential upon reaction is lowered
so that silver metal now acts as a base metal in this IL and the
experimental as well as the computational findings indicate
that under standard conditions, the silver ion energetically is
more stabilized in HMIM Br than the proton is.

One could argue that the “Inverted Philosopher’s Stone”
already exists for decades: For example, cyanide leaching for
the extraction of noble metals Nm is based on the decrease of
the reduction potential of the redox pair Nmn+/Nm due to
complexation of Nmn+ by CN− ions. However, this method
means the disallowance of standard conditions or the “natural
state” of Nmn+ in the given solvent. That is, upon addition of
cyanide to aqueous silver ion solutions, standard conditions
with a(Ag+, aq) = 1 can never be reached due to the very
favourable first and second complex formation constants giv-
ing [Ag(CN)x]

0/− (x = 1, 2).
In this context, it is worth to mention the role of silver foil as

stabilizer in deuterated chloroform used for NMR experiments.
Chloroform (HCCl3) easily decomposes in the presence of light
with formation of the very strong acid anhydrous HCl. Thus,
HCCl3 solutions without stabilizer always are more or less

acidic through the evolved HCl. Calculations for the closely
related chlorinated solvent 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) show that
the standard redox potential of the Ag+/Ag redox system in this
solvent is E⦵DCE(Ag

+/Ag, DCE) = − 1.06 V; thus, silver is also
a base metal in DCE. One may wonder whether solvated pro-
tons are present in low polarity solvents as DCE at all. We have
recently shown that it is not the existence of solvated protons
that primarily determines acidity, but only the protochemical
potential [23]. Therefore, high acidities (even superacidity) can
be realized in such solvents without even one solvated proton
being present. Protonations take place directly from the acid
molecule instead of the solvated proton. This is highly probable
also for chloroform. Hence, the silver foil is de-electronated by
hydrogen chloride as light-induced decomposition product of
chloroform, the Ag+-ions form insoluble solid AgCl, and thus
the chloroform is stabilized, as given by Eq. 1.

HClDCE þ Ag0 sð Þ→0:5 H2 gð Þ þ AgCl sð Þ ð1Þ

Conclusion

With a wink we claim to have found the inverse of the
Philosopher’s Stone, i.e. being able to make noble metals “ig-
noble”. This is possible simply by selecting a suitable solvent in
which the relative position of the redox potentials of the systems
H+(solv)/H2(g) and Nmn+(solv)/Nm(s) is reversed compared
with water (Nm is a noble metal). Using silver as a classic
example of a noble metal, we demonstrated such an inversion
by calculation and experiment with the ionic liquid HMIM Br
as solvent. Principally, it is not excluded that such an inversion
also is possible in the other direction, i.e. to make a base metal
noble. One has to find a solvent in which the de-electronated
metal is less stabilized than the proton compared with water.
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